How to Reach RedTeam Pentesting GmbH

RedTeam Pentesting can be reached at the following address:

Technologiezentrum Aachen
Dennewartstr. 25-27
52068 Aachen
Germany

Tel.: +49 241 510081-0   Fax: -99

- From the junction Aachen on, drive towards Aachen (Europaplatz) onto the A544.
- Follow the A544 till the end.
- At the end of the highway, you automatically reach a big roundabout, the Europaplatz.
- Leave the roundabout at the second exit.
- Follow the street for about 600m and at the next crossroad turn sharp right into the Jülicher Straße.
- After about 200m, turn right into the Dennewartstraße.
- Parking is available directly along the street.